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Emmy Noether

1882-1935

Memorial address: Emmy Noether


by Hermann Weyl

Indeed, two traits determined above all her nature: First, the 
native productive power of her mathematical genius. She was 
not clay-pressed by the artistic hands of God into a harmoni
ous form, but rather a chunk of human primary rock into which 
He had blown His creative breath of life. Second, her heart 
knew no malice; she did not believe in evil — indeed it never 
entered her mind that it could play a rôle among men. This was 
never more forcefully apparent to me than in the last stormy 
summer, that of 1933, which we spent together in Göttingen. 
The memory of her work in science and of her personality 
among her fellows will not soon pass away. She was a great 
mathematician, the greatest, I firmly believe, that her sex has 
ever produced and a great woman.

http://celebratio.org/Noether_E/article/111/



Noether’s Theorem
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Conservation Laws
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Continuous Symmetries

Invariants (of motion)



Symmetries


(in condensed matter physics)



?

Degrees of freedom depend of length/energy scale



Emergent Phenomena

• Many particles give rise to qualitatively new behaviour



Materials
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Periodic Table

D. Mendeleev, 1834-1907



carbonDegree of freedom :



1 C atom

• The laws of physics governing a single atom is completely symmetric 
under translation and rotation

2 C atoms

• The interactions between two atoms depend on their relative position 
(symmetric under translation and rotation)


• This extends to many carbon atoms

Symmetries



Specifying condensed matter systems

1. Degrees of freedom (Carbon atom)


2. Symmetries (Translation and Rotation)


3. Interaction (Hamiltonian)
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What is the state of the system of many carbon atoms ?



• High temperature fluid state : Indeed the state respects 
translation and rotation symmetries 



• Low temperatures : The system breaks the translation 
symmetry spontaneously to form a lattice.

• Physical properties drastically differ depending on the pattern of symmetry 
breaking.


• Example of emergent phenomena



Characterising spontaneous symmetry breaking
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⇢k is an example an “order parameter”

Particular values of k determines the lattice structure



3D crystals : (230 space groups)

Almost all of them found in nature

A. Bravais, 1811-1863



Order parameter : Generalisation

• Order parameter quantifies the symmetry breaking


• The structure of the order parameter manifold determines 
the low energy excitations in a phase

• This features are generalised to study all phases like ferromagnets, 
superconductors etc.


• Basis of classifying condensed matter phases over the better part of last 
century

Landau, 1908-1968 Ginzburg, 1916-2009 Wilson, 1936-2013 Anderson, 1923- Kadanoff, 1937-2015



Order parameter : Generalisation

• Order parameter quantifies the symmetry breaking


• The structure of the order parameter manifold 
determines the low energy excitations in a phase

Noether’s theorem







Nambu, 1921-2015 Goldstone, 1933









Role of symmetry beyond spontaneous breaking

• Over the last 20-30 years, it has emerged that symmetry can play a 
more subtle role in quantum condensed matter systems beyond 
spontaneous breaking.


• While we are presently trying to understand the general structure (some 
of it already done), let us discuss two examples



Electrons in a crystal

• Degrees of freedom : Electrons hopping on a honeycomb lattice

• At each site, 4 possible states |0ii, | "ii, | #ii, | "#ii



Electrons in a crystal : Symmetries

• Translation and rotations of the Honeycomb 
lattice


• Charge Conservation : Electron numbers should 
not change


• Time reversal symmetry

| "ii ) | #ii
| #ii ) �| "ii



Electrons in a crystal : Hamiltonian

H =
X

ij

t��
0

i�j |�iih�0|j + h.c.

• Due to Translation symmetry the Hamiltonian is diagonalised by 
Fourier transform

H =
X

k

"n(k)|un(k)ihun(k)|



Band insulators

• Energy bands and energy gaps


• When all states below a gap is 
filled in the ground state (lowest 
energy state): Band insulator


• Require finite energy to excite an 
electron


• Notice: The ground state does not 
break any of the symmetries 
(lattice, charge conservation, time 
reversal)



Are all such Band Insulators identical ?

H1 H2

H� = (1� �)H1 + �H2

Is it possible to tune � from 0 to 1 without closing the energy gap

for arbitrary H1 and H2?

H1 H2, H� have lattice, charge conservation and time reversal symmetries.

Answer : No ! Because of the symmetries !

| GS(�)i evolves continuously without without gap closing



Symmetry based characterisation beyond 
spontaneous symmetry breaking

�

• Consider a case where the two ground states cannot be connected by tuning ℷ

0 1

g Hg,�

Hg=0,�=0 = H1

Hg=0,�=1 = H2

However we now allow the Hamiltonian to 

break time reversal at intermediate stage

Now I can connect the two ground states without closing the gap

Liang Fu, C. Kane, E. Mele, R. Roy, L. Balents, J. Moore (2006)



Symmetry Protected Topological Phases

• Symmetry protection is apparent


• Topological ?


• Robustness to perturbations as long as symmetries are 
preserved


• Related to the topological structure of the electronic wave-
function


• Invariants


• The Invariants have different values in the ground states cannot 
be deformed continuously without closing the energy gap

X. G. Wen et. al. (2011)



Topological Band Insulator

H =
X

ij

t��
0

i�j |�iih�0|j + h.c.

• Due to Translation symmetry the Hamiltonian is diagonalised by Fourier transform

H =
X

k

"n(k)|un(k)ihun(k)|





H =
X

k

"n(k)|un(k)ihun(k)|





Edge states

⌫ = 1

⌫ = 0

x

y

• The Integer can change only by closing the gap at 
the edge


• Robust Gapless edge states 

Xu et. al. (2015)



Edge states

• Robust Gapless edge states : Odd number of Dirac Fermions


• Anomalous theory


• Require the second edge to cancel the anomaly. Thus can only be realised as 
an edge of a 2 dimensional system 



SPT phases and interactions

• Topological Band insulator is an example where we 
have free electrons.


• By now a systematic way to classify such 
topological phases are known


• What about Interactions ? seems very rich, 
partially known



Interacting SPT : Integer quantum Hall 
effect of bosons

• Integer quantum Hall effect of fermions do not 
require interactions


• Bosons do


• Such Integer quantum Hall effect of Bosons is a 
SPT protected by total charge conservation of 
bosons, i.e. a U(1) symmetry

�charge
xy

= ±2n, �Thermal
xy

= 0



No symmetries

• What if the system has no symmetries ?


• Can their be still different phases in a quantum 
many-body system ?


• How will we characterise them ?



Summary

• Symmetries play a central role in classifying 
condensed matter phases


• Spontaneous symmetry breaking


• Symmetry protected topological phases : 
symmetry protects topological invariants


• Phases beyond symmetries


